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Abstract 
Image Spectroscopy (IS) in the UV-Vis-NIR spectral region is a well-established methodology for the 
non-invasive diagnostics and documentation of polychrome surfaces. This contribution illustrates a high-
performance hyper-spectral scanner, specifically designed for diagnostics on paintings and flat 
polychrome objects. The system, based on a prism-grating-prism line-spectrograph connected to a silicon 
CCD camera, operates in the 400-900nm spectral range, with high spectral resolution (about 1 nm) and 
a spatial sampling of 0.1 mm over areas of about 1 m2. Thanks to these characteristics, this hyper-
spectral scanner, recently upgraded with mechanical improvements and a new software interface, still 
represents a cutting-edge instrumentation for IS applications on polychrome surfaces. This work 
illustrates the characteristics of the instrumentation and presents review of noticeable results obtained in 
different cases-.studies.  
 
1. Introduction 
 
In the last two decades, thanks to the important advancements in the solid-state-based sensors technology, 
digital imaging has emerged as one of the most promising research areas for the non-invasive 
investigation of paintings and flat artworks. Indeed, beside the different imaging techniques (such as IR 
reflectography, UV-photography, X-ray radiography, etc.) well-established and routinely used for non-
invasive diagnostics on paintings, even more sophisticated approaches, based on multi-spectral and 
hyper-spectral imaging, have been successfully introduced in conservation field [1-6]. 
Multi-spectral and hyper-spectral imaging techniques are a powerful tool for a non-invasive and complete 
diagnostics on polychrome surfaces, since they combine the potentialities of punctual reflectance 
spectroscopy (such as FORS [7]) with the advantages of digital imaging. These methodologies consist in 
the acquisition, over an extended spectral range, of a sequence of quasi-monochromatic reflectographic 
images of a given surface, suitably irradiated by means of a broadband light source. The set of images 
acquired contains all the information needed to both reconstruct high-quality reproductions, as well as to 
accomplish a spectral analysis of every point of the imaged surface. The data-set obtained, called “file-
cube”, can be suitably elaborated to reconstruct the reflectance spectrum over the investigated spectral 
range for every pixel of the imaged picture. Moreover, by means of statistical methods (such as Principal 
Component Analysis), elaborated 2D maps can be obtained, which allow a straightforward visualization 
of hidden characteristics of the painted surface. Beside the discrimination of many pigments and artistic 
materials, the elaborated images are an effective tool for recognizing retouches, pentimenta, preparatory 
drawings etc.. The comparison of these 2D elaborated images (maps) with the RGB visible picture makes 
easier the interpretation of the spectroscopic data, and greatly enriches the readability the artwork. Indeed 
the file-cube can also be used to extract, as “side-products”, the documentation which is usually provided 
by the more conventional techniques, such as the IR-reflectography, IR-false colour images, high-
resolution RGB pictures, etc.. Thus, it can be said that, in principle, image spectroscopy can merge in a 
single technique all the outcomes of the traditional imaging methodologies. However, the actual 
informative content of the acquired data strongly depends on the technical characteristics of the 
instrumentation used. More specifically, three main parameters influence the performance of 
imagespectroscopy systems: a) the operative spectral range of the detector, b) the spatial resolution (dpi) 
and c) the spectral resolution of the data. These parameters depend on the type sensor used and on the 
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design of the instrumentation. Different types of devices have been so far developed to implement multi- 
and hyper-spectral imaging for applications in cultural heritage. They can consist in cameras equipped 
with filtering systems for the optical selection of the wavelengths, or alternatively they can be scanner 
equipped with dispersive systems for the selection of the spectral bands [8-13]. Generally speaking the 
scanners offer higher performances in terms of spectral and spatial resolutions, but, as drawback, they 
need very sophisticated software for the processing and analysis of the huge size data-set acquired 
(typically of the order of 100 Gbytes ). Moreover it has to be taken into account that by increasing the 
sampling rates in both the spatial and spectral dimensions, the acquisition times will be lengthened, and 
depending on the area to be imaged, the time required to accomplish a single acquisition can be few 
hours. Hence, case by case, a careful evaluation of the conservative problem and of the degree of 
precision actually needed for the specific task, has to be made. All these questions are discussed in the 
present work, which presents a review of noticeable cases studies investigated by means of a hyper-
spectral scanner specifically designed at the laboratories of IFAC-CNR. for artworks digitization and 
diagnostics. 
 
2. Experimental section 
 
The former prototype of the hyper-spectral scanner designed and assembled at IFAC-CNR for application 
on paintings [11] has been upgraded in the last two years, with both a new visualization software and 
mechanical and optical improvements. The system (Fig. 1) consists of a prism-grating-prism (PGP) line-
spectrograph ImSpectorTM V10 (SpecIm Ltd), connected to a high sensitivity CCD camera (Hamamatsu 
ORCA-ERG). The overall system is operative in the 400-900 nm spectral range, with a spectral resolution 
of about 1nm. The illumination system is constituted by a 3200 K 150-Watt QTH-lamp, and two Schott-
Fostec fibre-optic line-lights equipped with focusing lenses. These fibre-optic illuminators are fixed to the 
scan-head so as to symmetrically project their beams at 45° angles with respect to the normal direction at 
the imaged surface (2x45°/0° illumination/observation geometry), according to the CIE recommendation 
for colour measurements. The spectrographic head is mounted on a precision mechanical system which 
allows movements along two orthogonal axes of a vertical plane. The system can scan a maximum area of 
about 1x1 m2, with 20 vertical line-scan stripes. The spatial sampling rate guarantees a spatial resolution 
of 11.4-points/mm (298 ppi) The scan can be operated in “start-stop” mode or in “free-run” mode. In the 
former mode, the spectra of the viewed line-segment are acquired when the head of the scanner is halted 
and the spectrograph is perfectly still, with a resulting maximum scan-speed of about 0.5 mm/sec. In the 
second mode, the vertical movement runs freely at a constant speed of 1.5 mm/sec, while the acquisition 
of the camera images proceeds independently at a constant rate of 15 frames/sec. At the latter speed, the 
whole 1x1 m2 area can be scanned in less than four hours. Before any measurement session, the system is 
calibrated by using a certified standard target of diffuse reflectance (Spectralon). To obtain high – 
quality spectral data the target has to be illuminated with high intensity radiation, which can be, in 
principle, a risk for the artefacts, especially when they belong to the categories of high and medium 
photo-sensitivitity (e.g. textiles, drawings). This aspect has been carefully taken into account in testing 
and re-designing the latest version of the scanner. A series of tests have been performed aimed at 
assessing the risks of over-exposure of the object to light and UV radiation and, based on the results 
obtained, safe operational conditions have been established. The maximum illumination value was 
measured in the free-run scan-mode when the white reflectance standard is viewed at the upper limit of 
the camera dynamic range. Hence, the total light exposure was estimated on the basis of the reciprocity 
principle. As a result a total exposure of about 1000 Lux.hr was calculated, which is completely 
compatible with the total annual light-dose recommended in museum environments even for the most 
photosensitive items (usually exhibited at illuminances 50 Lux) [14]. The UVA fraction in the light from 
the fibre-optic illuminator resulted to be 73 μW/lumen, which falls within the recommended limit for the 
UV exposure in museum environment.  
The hyper-spectral scanner is equipped with a customised software, developed at IFAC-CNR, for the 
management of the file-cube acquired and the visualization of data. The user friendly graphical interface, 
specifically designed to respond to different queries, can provide a prompt visualization of high-definition 
RGB images, as well as different elaborated images (e.g. in  selected spectral bands), of the scanned 
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surface, with the possibility of magnification of any selected area. For colorimetric applications, the 
editing program can compute colorimetric images and store them as CIE L*a*b* TIF files. This is the 
most advanced standard colorimetric format currently accepted by commercial imaging software- tools. 
For more advanced colorimetric purposes, the CIE tristimulus values (X, Y, Z) can also be recorded as 
separate images in TIF format. All these options are valuable for applications aimed at gathering high-
quality documentation, digital archiving, etc... Once the whole image has been loaded, the Vis-NIR 
reflectance spectrum corresponding to any selected point of the scanned area can be quickly displayed in 
a graphical window, simply by clicking the left mouse-button on the cursor position. The viewer program 
can also apply other algorithms aimed at mapping the materials distributions over the painting surfaces. 

3. Results and discussion  
In this section a review of three cases-studies selected for highlights different conservative problems is 
presented. 

3.1 Case study n.1 The panel paintings “Talia”, “Erato” and “Polimnia”, from the Museo Corsini 
Collection, Florence 
The three panel paintings - “Talia” (80,5 x 51 cm), “Erato” (78,5 x 37,5 cm) and “Polimnia” (80,5 x 38,5 
cm), presently belonging to the collection of the Museo Corsini in Florence, were originally part of a 
series of eight paintings housed in “Temples of Muses” in the Ducale Palace in Urbino. The series, partly 
realized by Giovanni Santi (c. 1435 – 1494), father of Raphael, was accomplished by Timoteo Viti (1469-
1523). With the occasion of the  intervention of cleaning and restoration on these panels, non-invasive 
scientific investigations based on image spectroscopy could be performed on the three items representing 
“Talia”, “Erato” and “Polimnia” (Figure 1). The hyper-spectral scanner was used to provide digital 
documentation, from which high quality RGB reproductions as well as the IR false colour images (Figure 
2) were extracted. The IR false color clearly evidenced at a glance a different pigments used in the three 
panels for the blue areas, which turned out to be red in the false colour image of Polimina, whereas 
appeared violet -bluish in the Talia panel. Based on this preliminary result, deeper analysis was performed 
by comparing the reflectance spectra of selected points in the blue areas of the panels. This lead to 
hypothesize that in the Talia panel lapis-lazuli was mainly used, whereas in the Talia panel azurite was 
identified as the main blue pigment, and a mixture of azurite and lapis-lazuli was probably used to realize 
the   Erato panel. The data elaboration based on multivariate analysis enabled to single-out a retouched 
area in the sky of the Erato painting. Once again this preliminary information was better investigated by 
considering the punctual reflectance spectra, which indicated that the cobalt pigment was likely used for 
retouching this area. 

3.2 Case study n. 2 The drawing on paper “Pinocchio vende l’abbecedario per andare a vedere il 
teatro dei burattini” (1908) by Attilio Mussino.  
Drawings and paper based artworks are generally classified as extremely fragile and highly photo-
sensitive artifacts. Indeed, in this kind of artworks, not only the support, but also the pictorial materials 
(e..g. watercolors, temperas, etc) constituting the polychrome areas are usually fugitive and highly prone 
to deterioration. For this reason, when dealing with graphic artworks handling, displaying and 
manipulating should be always minimized. Digitization is indeed considered of utmost importance for 
preventive conservation of paper-based artworks. High quality digital reproductions can replace in many 
cases the original sources without any substantial detriment of the final task. Moreover, since micro-
sampling is generally not practicable on graphic documents, the range of available analytical techniques is 
quite limited for more in-depth analysis. For these reasons, hyperspectral imaging is an optimal approach 
for the study and documentation of graphic documents, and in many cases it turns out to be an almost 
unique tool to perform non-invasive diagnostics. Based on these considerations, the valuable drawing on 
paper “Pinocchio vende l’abbecedario per andare a vedere il teatro dei burattini”, dated from 1908 and 
realized by Attilio Mussino, was investigated by means of the hyper-spectral scanner. These 
investigations were aimed at both gathering information on pictorial materials and at providing a high-
quality digitization of this illustrated page. In Figure 3a the RGB image is reported and compared with 
one of the elaborated 2D maps. The Figure 3b is the convexity map in the wavelengths band 530-550nm,  
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Figure 1 Visible images of the panels: “Erato”, “Talia” and “Polimnia”. 

 

Figure 2 IR false colour images  of the panels “Erato”, “Talia” and “Polimnia 
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Figure 3 Pinocchio by A. Mussino: RGB image (left) and (convexity map 530-550nm) (right)  

extracted in order to highlight the presence of the cobalt blue pigment (raincoat of the man with the 
umbrella; Pinocchio’s shadow). This can be viewed as a meaningful example of how 2D maps are used to 
discriminate a given material: in the elaborated picture the areas realized with cobalt blue appear as white, 
whereas the other blue parts of the visible image are likely to be realized with another pigment, identified 
as Prussian blue. Beside the possibility of extracting indication on the pictorial materials, the images 
extracted from the file-cube served also to provide a high resolution digital reproduction of a valuable 
edition of the book, originally edited by Bemporad. 

3.3 Case study n. 3 Oil on copper small format paintings by Gaspare Lopez (1650-1732) – Uffizi 
Gallery, Florence.  
The last example concerns an application of hyper-spectral imaging to the study of a set of small-
dimension (about 10 cm x 12cm) oil on copper paintings belonging to the Uffizi Gallery in Florence. 
These paintings, realized by Gaspare Lopez (also known as Gaspare dei Fiori) at the beginning of the 
eighteenth century, represent still-life and landscapes so finely depicted that they could be liken to 
miniatures. In this case the high spatial resolution offered by the hyper-spectral scanner allowed to obtain 
high quality magnifications of selected areas, on which a spectral analysis was performed in order to 
identify pigments used. In Figure 4 the complete RGB image of one small painting (12cm x 10.5cm) is 
reported with a framed area that has been further analyzed after magnification, and reported in Figure 5. It 
can be noticed that, despite the magnification, the high spatial resolution is still maintained with a perfect 
readability of details. This allowed to obtain spectral information on materials used. For example, the 
spectra corresponding to the points P1 and P2 marked in Figure 5 suggested that a mixture of Prussian 
blue and lead white could be used in the area P1, whereas cinnabar was identified for the area around P2.  

4. Conclusions 
This paper illustrates the last updated version of the hyper-spectral scanner designed at IFAC-CNR for 
artworks digitization and its possible applications to different conservative problems. This high 
performance system, recently upgraded with a new visualization software and mechanical and optical 
improvements, operates in the 400-900nm spectral range and it can provide a high spectral resolution 
with a spatial sampling of 0.1 mm over areas of about 1 m2. These technical features guarantee the  
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Figure 4: RGB image of the one of the oil on copper paintings by Gaspare Lopez  

 
Figure 5: Magnification of the area framed in Fig. 4, with marks on the points selected for pigments 
identification.  

possibility of exploiting the acquired data for multiple tasks, ranging from diagnostics to high quality 
digital documentation, depending on the case-study under analysis.  
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